MOTORHOMES
2020 SERIES

SINCE 1975

ADVENTURE MEETS
LUXURY.
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2020 JAYCO MOTORHOMES
Welcome to Jayco’s 2020 range; in our 45th year innovation still remains at the forefront of the seven
product ranges Jayco offers you, with each range ready to take you off on your next adventure.
Jayco’s 2020 range illustrates how we have honed our innovation expertise to focus on three core
developments – to improve connectivity, safety and security all achieved by uncompromising comfort
and style that Jayco products are known for.
This year, Jayco’s Motorhome range comprises of three models, all of which exude style, comfort and
sophistication to take your adventure to new levels of premium travel.
Adventure meets luxury, in your Jayco Motorhome.

2020 Con qu est RM.20- 5
incl. optional nudge bar

2020 Con qu est DX FA.25-1

2020 Op t imum IV. 29-5
in cl . o p t io n a l b ull b a r & s ide s t e p s
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CONQUEST
MOTORHOME

D R I V E U P, P L U G I N
& UNWIND.

2 0 2 0 Co nqu est RM.20- 5 incl. optional nudge bar

When adventure is calling, Jayco’s most popular motorhome - Conquest - is a
roving home ideal for friends or partners to travel together, without the premium
price tag.
This lightweight and self-contained RV is built on a reliable Renault chassis, it has
the power when it counts, drives with ease and is available in two layouts to suit
any lifestyle.
The Jayco Conquest Motorhome makes your dream holiday more affordable
than ever: it is packed with all the functionality and features you’ll need on your
travels. The benefits keep rolling with this motorhome, which comes standard
with inclusions such as a 120-watt rooftop solar system to power
12v appliances on board and electric awning^.
Drive up, plug in and unwind – if this sounds like your next adventure, then the
Jayco Conquest Motorhome is for you.
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^ N/A RM.20-5

The large seating area with ample legroom can be upgraded to
genuine leather for ultimate luxury, ready for you to sit back and
enjoy the modern entertainment system which includes a 24-inch
TV, DVD and Furrion CD/radio with external speakers.

Preparing quick and easy meals a breeze with a
4-burner gas cooktop (2-burner on RM.20-5) and grill,
as well as a 171L fridge, in the feature packed kitchen.

Generous ensuite with separate shower
and toilet for self-contained living.

Y O U R D R E A M L I F E S T Y L E S TA R T S H E R E .
The Jayco Conquest Motorhomes’ impressive layout provides easy living keeping comfort at a premium when on your next adventure. Its generous dinette
lounge creates a large sense of space and comfort which is achieved through the high quality and durable furnishings throughout this RV.
Filled with all the benefits of a large sized caravan, Jayco Conquest has a modern and spacious kitchen, comfortable innerspring mattress, a full ensuite
with a separate shower and toilet as well as plenty of storage. To add to these perks, Jayco Conquest is fitted with a 3-way fridge and grey water tank.
Your dream adventure lifestyle starts with Jayco’s Conquest.

Keep your home away from home cooler for longer on
your next adventure.

Reversing camera to aid with guiding and visibility.

Smartphone app-controlled electric awning with
personal pre-sets, operated within Bluetooth
range. (Not available on the RM.20-5)
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CONQUEST
MOTORHOME
FLOORPLANS.
Shower

Refrigerator

Wardrobe

Sleeps standard

Sleeps Optional

Enjoy the outdoors with a convenient awning as standard.

2 0 F T R E N A U LT M A S T E R
2 BERTH

2 3 F T R E N A U LT M A S T E R
4 BERTH

RM.20-5
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RM.23-4

Body Length

6515mm

Body Length

7180mm

Interior Length

3990mm

Interior Length

4630mm

Travel Length

6490mm

Travel Length

7180mm

Travel Height

3105mm

Travel Height

3195mm

Interior Height

2070mm

Interior Height

2100mm

Travel Width

2310mm**

Travel Width

2390mm**

Tare Weight (Approx)

3100kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

3680kg

Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM)

3800kg

Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM)

4495kg

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your motorhome.
It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.

** not including vehicle cabin mirrors.

CONQUEST
MOTORHOME
FEATURES.
• Standard

¤ Optional

- Not Available

^

Model Specific

CONSTRUCTION

INTERIOR FEATURES

Aluminium-framed solid sandwich-panel floor

•

Air Conditioning Roof-Mounted

•

Aluminium frame in dinette seats and bed frames

•

Control Panel

•

Fibreglass fully insulated hail-resistant roof & walls

•

Cooktop - Dometic 4-Burner/Griller (N/A RM.20-5)

•

Fridge - Thetford N31753 3-way touch panel 171 L

•

LED Roof Hatch

•

LED Strip lights underneath overhead cupboards

•

Microwave

•

SAFETY
Rear-View Camera

•

Solid ADR-approved main door

•

STORAGE
Pull-out Pantry to kitchen (N/A RM.20-5)

•

Orthopaedic bed slats

•

External underfloor baggage doors (N/A RM.20-5)

•

LED Strip lights underneath overhead cupboards

•

Overhead cupboards

•

Rangehood 12 V with LED lights and twin fans

•

Slide-out Generator Provision (Honda2.0) (N/A RM.20-5)

•

Upholstery - Fabric

•

Upholstery - Leather

¤

TECHNOLOGY
Additional Internal TV Point

¤

Water filter to sink

¤

Battery 100 AH

1

Water Tank (Grey) - RM.23-4: 75L | RM.20-5: 45L

•

Battery Management System 12 V/240 V

•

Water Tank (fresh) - RM.23-4: 80L | RM.20-5: 80L

•

Second 100 AH battery (N/A RM.20-5)

¤

EXTERIOR FEATURES

Electric Step (N/A RM.20-5)

•

Awning

•

External 240 V Double Power Point

•

External Fold-Out Table

¤

Gas Bottle - 1 x 9 kg (RM.20-5 only)

•

Gas Bottles - 2 x 9 kg (N/A RM.20-5)

•

Side mount gas bayonet

•

Solar System

120w

Stereo Furrion CD/DVD/Radio with external speakers

•

TV Aerial Winegard

•

TV/DVD LED 12 V (24”)

•

Electric lift-up bed with innerspring mattress drops
from the ceiling at the push of a button and can be
easily stored away, giving you ample living space.
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CONQUEST DX
MOTORHOME

A TOUCH
OF LUXE.

2020 Conques t DX FA.25-1

Wanting that extra touch in your motorhome? The Conquest DX is the extra touch of
luxe you’re looking for.
Packing all the features included in Jayco’s Conquest Motorhome, the DX 2020
range offers four layouts – two with a Fiat chassis and two with an Iveco – built
with the Jayco Tough Frame technology, the Jayco Conquest DX is both durable and
lightweight for easy handling and fuel economy.
Your safety is paramount: all Jayco Conquest DX models are fitted with traction
control system, rear-view cameras, ABS and front airbags. The Iveco models also
feature side airbags.
Conquest DX puts the ‘luxe’ into your next motorhoming adventure.
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Relaxing has never been easier with features such as optional leather
seating, air conditioning and premium entertainment system which
includes a 24-inch TV, DVD and Furrion CD/radio with external speakers.

Boasts a large kitchen featuring a 4-burner
gas cooktop, grill (and optional oven),
microwave and smartly placed cupboards
and drawers.

Luxe ensuite with separate shower,
ceramic basins and toilet for selfcontained living.

PUT THE ‘LUXE’ IN YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE
This superior motorhome isn’t shy to show off its benefits, from the spacious living layout, full ensuite, feature packed kitchenette and even a washing
machine blending perfect form and function in luxury mobile living.
The slide-out is just one of the features controlled with JHub, Jayco’s exclusive portable tablet with upgradable software: operate electrical features,
check battery status, manage water and power consumption so you’re never caught short.
Head outdoors and deluxe gets serious with a Bluetooth operated electric awning for ease of setting up your outdoor entertaining area.
NEW in 2020, there is the option to upgrade this motorhome to come complete with your own personal assistant – Amazon Alexa.

A suavely placed 3.3 kg washing machine
makes life on the road easy.

Stay charged on your adventures with
the 160-watt solar system.

Keep your food fresher for longer in the
large 171L fridge.

Create more space with the electric slide-out
living zone.
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CONQUEST DX
MOTORHOME
FLOORPLANS.
Shower

Refrigerator

Wardrobe

Pantry

Washing Machine

Sleeps standard

Sleeps Optional
Electric awning and step elevates your outdoor living experience.

25 FT
F I AT
2 BERTH

25 FT
F I AT
4 BERTH

FA.25-3

25 FT
IVECO
2 BERTH

FA.25-1

25 FT
IVECO
4 BERTH

IV.25-5

IV.25-5B

Body Length

7990mm

Body Length

7990mm

Body Length

7950mm

Body Length

7950mm

Interior Length

5490mm

Interior Length

5490mm

Interior Length

5430mm

Interior Length

5430mm

Travel Length

7990mm

Travel Length

7990mm

Travel Length

7950mm

Travel Length

7950mm

Travel Height

3225mm

Travel Height

3225mm

Travel Height

3240mm

Travel Height

3240mm

Interior Height

2100mm

Interior Height

2100mm

Interior Height

2114mm

Interior Height

2114mm

Travel Width

2390mm**

Travel Width

2390mm**

Travel Width

2405mm**

Travel Width

2405mm**

Tare Weight (Approx)

3840kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

3810kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

3980kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

4310kg

Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM)

4495kg

Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM)

4495kg

Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM)

4495kg

Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM)

5200kg
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The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your motorhome.
It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.

** not including vehicle cabin mirrors.

CONQUEST DX
MOTORHOME
FEATURES.
• Standard

¤ Optional

- Not Available

^

Model Specific

Jayco Conquest DX also comes with grey water tank and generator provision.

CONSTRUCTION

INTERIOR FEATURES

Aluminium-framed solid sandwich-panel floor

•

Air Conditioning Roof-Mounted

•

Aluminium frame in dinette seats and bed frames

•

Additional Internal TV Point

•

Fibreglass fully insulated hail-resistant roof & walls

•

4-Burner/Griller

•

4-Burner/Griller with Oven

¤

Fridge - Thetford N3175 3-way touch panel 171 L

•

SAFETY
Child restraints mounting points to rear seats

4 - berth

Rear-View Camera
Solid ADR-approved main door with gas strut

•

LED Roof Hatch

•

•

LED Strip lights underneath overhead cupboards

•

Lift-up beds with orthopaedic bed slats

•

STORAGE
External underfloor baggage doors

•

Slide-out Generator Provision

•

Overhead cupboards

•

Pull-out Pantry to kitchen

•

TECHNOLOGY
Battery 100 Ah

•

Battery Management System 12 V/240 V

•

Battery provision for second battery

¤

JHub Tablet Control Panel

•

Pop-up power tower

•

Satellite - Sphere 12 V System
Solar System

¤
160w

Stereo Furrion CD/DVD/Radio with external speakers

•

TV Aerial Winegard

•

1 x TV/DVD LED 12 V (2 x in Conquest FA.25-1)

•

Wi-Fi with Extender

•

Microwave

•

Rangehood 12 V with LED lights and twin fans

•

Slide-out electric 12 V bed/lounge

•

Upholstery - Fabric

•

Upholstery - Leather

¤

Washing Machine Sphere 3.3 kg

•

Water filter to sink

¤

Water Tank (Grey) - FA.25: 125L | IV.25: 100L

•

Water Tank (fresh) - FA.25: 125L | IV.25: 100L

•

Windows double-glazed push-out with roller blinds

•

Seating area with selection of modern fabrics

•

EXTERIOR FEATURES
Awning - electric with LED light (N/A IV.25-5)

•

Electric Step

•

External 240 V Double Power Point

•

External Entertainment Unit

¤

External Fold-Out Table

•

Gas Bottles - 2 x 9 kg (N/A IV.25-5)

•

Side mount gas bayonet

•

Safety and technology inclusions: Rear view camera
and JHub Control Panel to stay connected.
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OPTIMUM
MOTORHOME

ADVENTURE
BECKONS.

2020 Optimum IV.29-5
with optional bullbar and side steps

Jayco’s Optimum Motorhome is the ultimate in motorhome luxury living. The seamless
integration of technology continues to evolve in the 2020 range which allows for
effortless holiday living.
Exuding style and premium sophistication, motorhome travel will never be the same
once you’ve explored in Jayco’s top of the range, 29ft luxury accommodation.
Jayco Optimum exemplifies the definition of the true home away from home built on
the Iveco turbo diesel platform and is perfect for both couples and families.
Adventure beckons in your Jayco Optimum, just climb into the driver’s seat and turn
the key.
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Jayco’s Optimum boasts a modern and spacious
interior, creating an inviting home away from
home with all the touches of luxury.

Aesthetic and performance come together in the Jayco
Optimum’s kitchen with new modern features that aim
to please passionate foodies including induction cooktop
and instant Nautilus hot water system.

The contemporary full ensuite exudes style, with
sleek matte black sink and tapware throughout,
ample storage and a built-in washing machine.

L U X U R Y A S S TA N D A R D .
Features are incessant throughout this motorhome that takes luxury mobile travel to new heights. Equipped to sleep two adults in a large double bed
and the ability to sleep two more adults in a bed above the cabin, there’s as much space as you would expect to see in a luxury hotel. And the luxury keeps
flowing from a pop-up power tower, instant hot water supply, 2 x 160-watt solar panels and a Sphere Satellite Dish.
Returning for 2020, the Jayco Optimum once again comes with your very own personal assistant - Amazon Alexa - that now offers even more commands to
create the perfect environment for travelling, entertaining or relaxing. With Amazon Alexa control, the command: “Alexa, turn on my RV” will extend the
awning, extend the slide out section and turn on your lights so you can ease into your holiday with minimal fuss.
The future of luxury mobile travel has arrived, the Jayco way.

There’s plenty of room for all the
delicacies in the 216L fridge.

Cleverly integrated dishwasher – the
perfect kitchen companion for your
adventures.

Clean and stylish pop-up tower to stay
powered on your travels.

Discreetly cabin mounted Sirroco Fan enabling
air flow in any direction.
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OPTIMUM
MOTORHOME
FLOORPLAN.
1

2

3

4

Shower

Refrigerator

Sleeps standard

Wardrobe

Pantry

Washing Machine

Sleeps Optional

29 FT IVECO
4 BERTH

RV CONNECT
World’s First Voice Activated Production RV
The 2020 Jayco Optimum Motorhome redefines luxury in motorhoming,
and now, the Optimum is also the world’s most advanced production RV.
The all-new technology suite RVConnect blurs the lines between home and
away helping you seamlessly make the most of your leisure lifestyle. Exclusive
to Jayco and standard on our production 2020 Jayco Optimum Motorhome,
RVConnect is a collection of lifestyle technology that includes
the following features:

IV.29-5
Body Length

8995mm

Interior Length

6480mm

1 A
 mazon Alexa: A personal voice assistant that allows you to voice
command a number of basic tasks such as turning your caravans lights on
and off, gaining access to weather forecasts and recipes.

Travel Length

8995mm

Travel Height

3450mm

2 3
 60-degree cameras, there are no blind spots when towing and parking –
a world first in a production RV.

Interior Height

2010mm

Travel Width

2405mm**

3 S
 martphone app-controlled electric awning with personal presets,
operated within Bluetooth range.
4 W
 inegard and Wi-Fi extender that captures signals within a significantly
increased range and provides maximum security and mobile internet
speed with 4G capability.
RVConnect sets a new benchmark in technology and luxury.

Tare Weight (Approx)

5570kg

Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM)

7000kg

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will
change depending on accessories fitted to your van. It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of
Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
** not including vehicle cabin mirrors.
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OPTIMUM
MOTORHOME
LAYOUT.
• Standard

¤ Optional

Jayco Optimum comes with 12v electric awning and step, large external
baggage doors providing a premium storage solution.

- Not Available

CONSTRUCTION

INTERIOR FEATURES (Continued)

Aluminium-framed solid sandwich-panel floor

•

Dishwasher

•

Aluminium frame in dinette seats and bed frames

•

Fridge - Dometic 8 Series 216 L 3-way

•

Auto levelling system

•

Innerspring Pillowtop Mattress

•

Fibreglass fully insulated hail-resistant roof & walls

•

LED Roof Hatch x2

•

LED Strip lights underneath overhead cupboards

•

Lift-up bed with orthopaedic bed slats

•

Microwave Convection

•

Nautilus instant gas hot-water system

•

Rangehood 12 V with LED lights and twin fans

•

Sirocco Fans

•

Slide-out electric 12 V bed/lounge

•

Upholstery - Leather

•

Washing Machine Sphere 3.3 kg

•

SAFETY
Child restraints mounting points to rear seats
Rear-View Camera
Solid ADR-approved main door with gas strut
STORAGE
External underfloor baggage doors

4 - berth
•
•
•

Overhead cupboards

•

Pull-out Pantry to kitchen

•

TECHNOLOGY
360 Cameras- driving aid

•

Alexa voice control

•

Battery 100 Ah x2

•

Battery Management System BMPRO 12 V/240 V

•

JHub Tablet Control Panel

•

Pop up power tower

•

Satellite - Sphere 12 V System

•

Solar System

2 x 160 w

Stereo Furrion CD/DVD/Radio with external speakers

•

TV Aerial Winegard

•

TV/DVD LED 12 V
Wi-Fi with Extender + 4G

24” & 32”
•

INTERIOR FEATURES
Additional Internal TV Point

•

Air Conditioning Roof-Mounted

•

Cooktop - Thetford 2 burner + Induction cooktop

•

Water filter to sink

•

Water Tank (Grey) Capacity

80L

Water Tank Capacity

240L

Windows double-glazed push-out with roller blinds

•

EXTERIOR FEATURES
Awning - electric with LED light

•

Electric Step

•

External 240 V Double Power Point

•

External Entertainment Unit

•

External Fold-Out Table
Gas Bottles
Generator Onan 3.6 kW

•
2 x 9 kg
•

Side mount gas bayonet

•

Tow bar

¤

Bull bar

¤

Side steps

¤

Slide out kitchen

¤
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MOTORHOME
SPECIFICATIONS

•

Standard

¤ Optional

^ Model Specific

CONQUEST

CONQUEST DX

OPTIMUM

RM.20-5

RM.23-4

FA.25-1

FA.25-3

IV.25-5

IV.25-5B

IV.29-5

Renault Master

Renault Master

Fiat Ducato

Fiat Ducato

Iveco Daily 50c

Iveco Daily
50c

Iveco Daily
70c

200/2,200

200/2,300

100/1,500

100/1,500

300/3,000

300/3,000

300/3,000

White

White

White

Silver

White

White

Silver

2.3

2.3

2.3

2.3

3.0 Bi-turbo

3.0 Bi-turbo

3.0 Bi-turbo

4 Cylinder

4 Cylinder

4 Cylinder

4 Cylinder

4 Cylinder

4 Cylinder

4 Cylinder

Power kW

110

110

130

130

150

150

150

Torque Nm

350

350

400

400

470

470

470

6 Speed
Automated
manual

6 Speed
Automated
manual

6 Speed
Automated
manual

6 Speed
Automated
manual

8 Speed
Hi-Matic
automatic

8 Speed
Hi-Matic
automatic

8 Speed
Hi-Matic
automatic

100

100

120

120

100

100

100

Drive wheels

Front

Rear

Front

Front

Rear

Rear

Rear

Rear wheel configuration

Single

Dual

Single

Single

Dual

Dual

Dual

Steel

Steel

Steel
(alloy
optional)

Steel
(alloy
optional)

Steel

Steel

Steel

Anti-lock brakes

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4 wheel disc brakes

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Traction control

-

-

•

•

•

•

•

Stability control

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Make/Model
Towing capacity (ball weight/braked) kg
Cab colour
Engine capacity (L)
Engine Configuration

Gearbox
Fuel tank capacity (L)

Wheel type
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CONQUEST

CONQUEST DX

OPTIMUM

RM.20-5

RM.23-4

FA.25-1

FA.25-3

IV.25-5

IV.25-5B

IV.29-5

Driver and passenger air bags

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Laminated windscreen

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Power steering

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cabin seat finish

Cloth

Cloth

Cloth

Cloth

Cloth

Cloth

Leather

Driver & passenger swivel seats

¤

•

•

•

-

-

-

Cabin floor carpet

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Arm rests

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Keyless central locking

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Extra wide electric mirrors

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

AM/FM tuner with aux input

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bluetooth capabilities

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Multifunction steering wheel

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Air conditioning

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cruise Control

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Satellite navigation system

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Roadside assistance

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

3 / 200,000

3 / 200,000

5 / 200,000

5 / 200,000

3 / 200,000

3 / 200,000

3 / 200,000

Vehicle manufacturers warranty period (years / km)
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CONSTRUCTION

SAFETY YOU

YOU CAN TRUST

C A N R E LY O N

3

2

5

4

1

TOUGH FRAME

Jayco’s vacuum-bonded quad-layer wall
construction technology is both stronger
and lighter than the conventional ‘timber
& tin’ aluminium-clad walls. Built on
lightweight aluminium frame for extra
strength and longevity, Tough Frame
provides great thermal and acoustic
insulation. The furniture in your Jayco
Motorhome is built on our patented
aluminium frame for strength and
durability.
1 Hail and dent resistant, aerodynamic
fibreglass exterior with high gloss finish.
2 External 3mm plywood board to increase
structural strength.
3 Aluminium frame - not timber - for extra
strength, plus glavanised plating for
secure fitment of internal furniture.
4 Internal high-density polystyrene foam
for superior insulation.
5 Internal 3mm plywood board CE coated
for maximum durability.
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ALUMINIUM FRAME

The furniture in your Jayco Motorhome is
built on our patented aluminium frame for
strength and durability.

ANTI-LOCK BRAKE
SYSTEM (ABS)

ABS helps to avoid skidding during
emergency stops.

UNRIVALLED COMFORT

Jayco continues to lead the way for
Australian RV manufacturing and
design and in 2020 the vision remains
steadfast – maximise comfort through
superior design, the Jayco way.
Uncompromised comfort is showcased
throughout our 2020 ranges and is
brought to life through innovative
design and quality materials.
Jayco continues to innovate
Australia’s RV industry with an
aspiration for Jayco RVs to stand the
test of time. This includes style which
incorporates design influences from
Australia and Europe.
This is unrivalled comfort and
superior design – the Jayco way.

360-DEGREE CAMERA*

New 360-degree cameras: there are no
blind spots when towing and parking
– a world-first in a production RV.
* Optimum only

TRACTION
CONTROL

ESC corrects for oversteering or
understeering of the vehicle by
applying the brake of the appropriate
wheel in extreme driving conditions for
improved control and stability.

ENGINE IMMOBILISER
A state-of-the-art anti-theft system
prevents the engine from running
unless the correct car key is used.

THE JAYCO
DIFFERENCE.
SINCE 1975

Jayco is Australia’s leading RV manufacturer and for 45 years has pioneered
the RV and caravan industry in Australia, resulting in Jayco being one of the
country’s most recognised brands known for it’s innovation advancements in
creating quality and affordable recreational vehicles.

AUSTRALIAN MADE
Designed and built by Australians, for Australians to
take on the Australian terrain, all Jayco RVs proudly
wear the Australian-made logo.

BETTER VALUE

As the largest Australian RV manufacturer, Jayco has a great buying power and passes the savings on to
our customers, delivering more features for less.

LARGEST SUPPORT NETWORK
GREAT RESALE VALUE

Jayco RVs keep their value exceptionally well and are
considered to be a long-term investment.

FINANCE THE DREAM

Financing your next adventure is easy and Jayco offers a number of finance
options through Jayco Financial Services. This means we can provide a
variety of loan options such as flexible loan terms from one to seven years,
competitive finance deals, quick and easy approval, all supported by Jayco’s
exceptional customer service.

No matter where your adventure takes you, Jayco’s extensive service network will be nearby to assist
in the unlikely event a priority repair is required. With 126 National Jayco Service Agent Representatives
located around Australia, the expertise or spare parts you need are never far away to help and is the
most comprehensive RV service offering in Australia. Jayco’s assist service is with you every step of the
way. That’s motorhoming, the Jayco way.

INSURANCE

Jayco Platinum Insurance provides competitive premiums and market
leading cover that is available at all Jayco dealerships or can be accessed
online providing an easy to use and quick quoting portal. Whether you
take your caravan on short holidays or year long travels, we can tailor a
policy to suit your caravanning needs.

RENAULT + IVECO MODELS*

FIAT MODELS*
Jayco Financial services Pty Ltd Credit Representative number 513573 of My Local Broker PTY LTD (Australia Credit License no 481374) Finance will be supplied to approved applicants only (not available to fleet, government or rental buyers), subject to
credit assessment and lending criteria. Fees and charges are payable. Full conditions available on application. All images are for illustration purposes only. Features subject to change.

* Vehicle manufacturers warranty
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